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when you are presented with a screen showing the "unlock successful" message, make sure you set the phone to a known-good network. if the network is wrong, the phone will not unlock, and you will need to set your network again to a known good network. once the device is unlocked, it will be fully
unlocked at all times. you can use any third-party application or tool. if you are now comfortable with the risks involved and the unlocked bootloader, proceed to unlock the bootloader of your device. please make sure that you have an unlocked version of this tool. the unlock tool will only work with
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please be aware that sony cannot guarantee the full functionality, and will not be responsible, for any unsigned custom rom being flashed to your device after the bootloader is unlocked. an unsigned custom rom may not have gone through the thorough tests that we run for each device and software
version that we release. before you proceed to unlock the bootloader of your device, you should do a complete back-up of the system. unlocking the bootloader will trigger a factory reset that erases all device settings, user data, third-party applications and associated data from the devices hardware

storage. if your device, or part of your device, is encrypted, the keys used for decryption might also be erased, leaving contents cryptographically inaccessible. pre-installed sony applications and data stored on removable storage (such as a micro sd card) will not be affected. the factory reset will
return the device to the condition it was in when shipped from the factory.in addition, if you have enabled my xperia, this function must be turned off before you can unlock your device. each sim card has a unique network unlock code (nuc), which is a 4 to 6-digit number. the sim card is inserted into

the device and the phone is then powered on. if the device is unlocked, you will notice that the device asks for a network unlock code (nuc) or network control key (nck) when you insert a different sim card, the phone should ask you to enter the code. the code, if entered, will unlock your phone for
that sim card. some devices require multiple attempts to unlock the bootloader. these attempts may take anywhere from few minutes to a few hours, depending on the complexity of the lock screen code. if you are able to unlock the bootloader after the first attempt, it will be easy to unlock the phone

with network lock. 5ec8ef588b
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